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What is Reddit:  

Reddit – The FrontPage Of the Internet, is an entertainment, social networking and 

news website. Over the past decade, it has grown at an incredible pace and has firmly 

cemented itself as one of the most popular websites in the world.  

 

In February 2014, 112 million people from 196 different countries visited reddit, and 

viewed a staggering 5 billion pages! It truly is a global community. The Reddit 

universe is divided into close to 100, 00 special interest subreddits, all featuring 

unique content. Reddit finds its power in nurturing dialog and knowledge sharing 

between redditors all over the world. The community is vibrant, often setting online 

trends. Registered users have the ultimate power to upvote or downvote submissions 

and determine their position on the site’s page. 

r/India and AMA 

/r/india is a 6-year-old community and easily one of the most active and engaging 

country subreddits on the site where news and discussions relevant to Indians are 

posted everyday. The community is 22000 members strong and is the largest Indian 

subreddits.  

 

On occasion, prominent individuals from all walks of life stop by for an informal 

interview where they answer questions that the community asks. A small section of the 

more prolific we have had includes, a 3-member team of scientists from ISRO, actor 

Imran Khan, comedians Tanmay Bhat & Gursimran Khamba (All India Bakchods), 

Sukumar Ranganathan (Editor, Mint), Jeemon Jacob (Bureau Chief, Tehelka 

Magazine), Narendra Nayak (President, N.R.A). 

 

The questions can be asked about absolutely anything, and the more interesting ones 

will get voted to the op of the comment section in the AMA. The AMA guest is under 

no obligation to answer any question they don’t want to, however, the best AMAs in 

the past have had some of the hardest and uncomfortable questions answered – things 

that would not be normally be asked in a standard interview. Some of the popular 

AMAs on /r/India have had 40 thousand people reading it at the same time.  
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How To Do an AMA?  
 

To do an AMA the guest is required to register as a user on www.reddit.com. The first 

step in this direction requires account creation. Moderators of the subreddit can assist 

the guest in account creation via email or phone, alternatively they can create an 

account on your behalf and share the log in details. Though, it is ideal that the guest 

operate their own account from the beginning. This will help them understand the site 

interface.  

 

Guests are expected to be active and available for a minimum of 1 hour. Though 2-3 

hours is the going average. The conversation is always a unique and fulfilling 

expereince for both the users and the guest. 

Posting the AMA:  

It is important to make an interesting and descriptive (but honest) title for the post. It 

should be formatted in the traditional "I am [person], [description]. AMA." The text of 

the post should work similarly; it should be in the first person ("I am...", not "he is...") 

and make it clear who you are and what you do or have done . It can be helpful to 

provide links to some of your past work. Sometimes the submitter will just copy and 

paste text from their website, which makes it sound like a boring ad. Also, proof 

needs to be clear from the very beginning. The community likes to know that the 

person doing the AMA is indeed reading and answering the question and is not a PR 

agency.  

Proof:  

Users often are unsure of what proof needs to be submitted. The short answer for what 

proof is sufficient is: Anything that will prove your claims. Anything. The proof just 

needs to show that (1) whatever you said in your submission is true, and (2) that we 

can connect the proof from #1 with the username you're using, so that we know you 

didn't just take the proof from somewhere else on the internet. Before submitting, 

make sure that you gather all of the necessary proof ahead of time so that users don't 

need to wait for you to add it. It should be in the submission from the very beginning. 

 

Unfortunately, only you know what you have available to prove who you are. So 

asking "what proof would be acceptable?" doesn't do much because we don't know 
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what proof you have on hand to give. BUT: here are some general categories that 

people often use to provide proof: 

• A Picture: This is definitely the easiest form of proof. For someone that can be 

easily googled then the photo needs to connet the AMA to individual. Here is 
a good example. 

 

 

• Facebook or twitter verification – If you have a public facebook page or 

twitter handle, you can link directly to the AMA that you are posting on 

/r/india.  

• If none of those are available to you, then you could use something identifying 
like a work ID, a business card, or some identifying documents, etc. However, 
if you use this option, then we also need some proof that the ID/business 
card/document is actually yours, and not someone else’s. 

• However, we understand that sometimes the only way to prove your story is to 

submit your own personal information, which most people do not want to 

show publicly. So, the moderators offer confidential verification when 

necessary. The standard for proof is higher for confidential verification, 
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because only a few people will look at it, instead of thousands, so there are 

fewer chances to catch mistakes. And rest assured that you can absolutely 

trust the moderators: in the 4 years that we have been confidentially verifying 

AMAs, no moderator has ever released personal information. To have your 

AMA verified confidentially, message the moderators with your proof, and 

we’ll be happy to help you. It is best to do this before submitting your AMA so 

that there is no limbo period where users are unsure of whether you are 
believable or not. 

• Additionally, you can email your proof to redditindia@segfault.co.in But, to 

ensure that one of the moderators knows to check the email, you should send 

a message to the moderators to tell us that you have emailed your proof to the 

account. 

Answering the AMA 

If you submitted your post a bit early (remember: only 30 minutes in advance; 
anything else is too long!), then there should be questions waiting for you now. If you 
did not submit ahead of time, then just refresh the page regularly and answer 
questions as they come in. Remember to click the “reply” button below the question 
you are responding to. Illustrated below:  
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Box #1 is for submitting top-level comments; please do not submit your responses in 

this box. This is a common mistake to avoid. Instead, hit "reply" (highlighted in #2) 

and type your response in the box that appears below the comment that you are 

responding to. When you submit that response, it will appear like the response in Box 

#3. 

Continue this process throughout the post, periodically refreshing the post, because 

questions don't appear live. This will also refresh the vote count, so you are able to 

see which questions are most popular and which questions the users want to see 

answered. 

Best Practices for Answering in AMAs 

• You can answer which ever questions you like, and ignore the ones you don’t 

want to respond to. However, we STRONGLY recommend that you answer the 

questions closest to the top of the page. Those are the ones the community has 
voted positively on wants to see answered 

• Feel free to go into as much detail as you want. One word answers are 
discouraged as they don’t really add anything to a conversation.  

• Prepare for controversial questions : Many people have some behavior in the 

past that Redditors disagree with, and they love to ask these and try and 

corner the OP. This is tough, because you can either (1) ignore it, and look 

bad, (2) answer it with a diplomatic answer, which looks like dodging, or (3) 

answer it bluntly with whatever the truth is, and get downvoted. 3 is still the 

best option though, because it won't spill over to other questions and users 

will likely appreciate you tackling the tough question. 

• We advise you to not just answer the initial question but also follow up, and 
really engage with the community.  Feel free to joke and engage in banter.  

• Let your interaction with /r/india be natural and let the AMA happen 

organically. Having an agenda of what you want to talk about usually get 
derailed very quickly.  

• Lastly after you are done with the AMA hit the edit button in your post, and 

state that you are no longer going to answer questions. This way, the 
community will know and stop asking you stuff! 
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Thank you! 
Thanks for considering to do an AMA with /r/India. We hope you find this primer 

useful, and if you have any questions, the moderators of /r/India will be happy to help 

you out.  

 The best ways to contact us are below:  

Message us on Reddit : send a message to the moderators 

Message us on twitter @redditindia 

Email us : redditindia@segfault.co.in 


